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Primarius is produced in Dundee, Oregon, considered to be a cooler climate wine 
growing region, boasting a long, gentle growing season. With warm summers, mild 
winters and a long, often rainy springs, the Oregon’s climate is particularly well 
matched to the early ripening Pinot Noir grape. The grapes in Oregon benefit from 
growing on a variety of hillside slopes and on a range of soils, created by volcanic 
activity and sedimentary rock. 

VINTAGE NOTE
The bloom of 2017 came in later than the previous two vintages. A warm early 
September accelerated fruit development but was slowed by a cool down mid-month, 
which allowed for a slow and steady harvest. The 2017 harvest boasted slightly higher 
than average sugar and acid levels with many touting beautiful flavors and well 
balanced, excellent quality fruit. The yield itself was bountiful with record high cluster 
weights, while the fruit that came into the cellar was especially juicy with rich, robust 
flavors.

Tasting Note
This Pinot Noir is a blend of all of our vineyard sources throughout Oregon and reflects 
the bright, juicy and delicate flavors that are the result of the ample 2017 vintage.  
Bright red fruits, citrus blossom and honeycomb aromatics are underscored by hints of 
candied violets and jasmine.  The palate is lively, with flavors of rhubarb, wild 
strawberry and pie cherries and rounds out to a lingering finish accented with notes of 
cocoa powder and silky tannins.  This wine will not disappoint when paired with a wide 
assortment of foods from grilled salmon to roast lamb.  Enjoy immediately or allow it 
to improve with age in bottle for at least 5 years.
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Va riet a l:  100% Pinot Noir
TA: 5.39 g/L  PH: 3.56  Alc: 12.8%

Ag ing :  8 months in 10% new oak
(90% French, 10% American)
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